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Objectives 

• Life before the EF program 

• Recollections from the workshop 

• What happens next 

• “If I knew then what I know now…”– how to 

make the most of your experience! 

 

 



Life B.E.F. 

• Clinically involved at MGH (cath, office) 

• Very interested in teaching (PD roles) 

• Some national engagement in societies 

(lectures at annual scientific sessions)  



The Letter… 

(ca. 2009) 



What I was expecting: 

• Lectures 

• Learn how to teach 

• Meet Master Educators 



What I didn’t expect 

• Transformative experience 

• Learn “language” of education 

• Immersion in new society 

– Colleagues 

– Mentors 

– Opportunities 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Land_of_the_Lost_(1974)_-_Grumpy_and_a_Pylon.jpg


Recollections from the workshop 

• Pre-course homework 

– Didn’t understand the language 

– Would I fit in? 

• A 2-minute lecture, videotaped, with live 

feedback 

• “How can you give a lecture in 2 minutes?” 

• Right after the cocktail party 

• Many lasting memories 



Recollections from the workshop 

• Extraordinary camaraderie 

– Faculty 

– ACC staff 

– Other EF attendees 

– A new community 



Recollections from the workshop 

• The new “language” 

– Pedagogy 

– Taxonomy 

– Backwards planning 

– Competencies 

– Assessment tools 



Recollections from the workshop 

• Fun and practical tips 

– Large font 

– 3 points per slide 

– Nothing in your pockets 

– How to make the screen go black 

– Tell them, tell them, tell them 

– Using humor 

• Critiqued presentation in front of peers 

 



Recollections from the workshop 

• An invitation 

• National opportunities 

– MCQs 

– Developing a curriculum 

– Committees 

 



What happens next? 

• The fuse has been lit… 

– Personal development 

– Doorway to opportunity 

– “Like grabbing on to a rocket ship” 



Personal Experience 

• Milestones Workgroup 

– Chair: Dr. Eric Williams 

– Face-to-face meetings  

– Conference calls 

– Tangible work product 

– Document containing Milestones, LLL 

– Competency-based 

• Learned to speak the CBME language 

• Mentorship (how to run a meeting) 



Since then, many more opportunities 

Committees 

• Championing care in AS 

• PVD 

• Integrated learning 

• COCATS TF13 

• Competency Management 

• Test Materials 

Development 

• LLOC 

National invitations 

• Speaker 

– ACC.xx 

– MOC sessions (Chair) 

– Snowmass 2012 

– ACC OKC 2012 

• Abstract grading 

• Reviewer 

Tangible work product.  

ACC is a large institution: efficient infrastructure 



Leadership (the “ladder”) 

• Planning Committee 

– ACC.14 and ACC.15 Vascular Medicine pathway 

– TCT@ACC.i2 Fellows Bootcamp 

• Faculty Development Workgroup 

• Curriculum Design Committee 

• Reporting to LLOC 

• Interdigitation with other work, committees 

• Lifelong goal of developing curriculae 

• Bring it “back home” 

 

mailto:TCT@ACC.i2


The Starling Curve of  a 

Junior Faculty Member 

• Giving talks 

• Participating in event planning 

• Leading meetings/committees 

• Career progression 

 

Courtesy of Dr. Alex Auseon 



Far right on the curve (compromise) 



It all comes full circle 

• “If I knew then what I know now” 
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Making the most of  your experience 

• Open mind: new paradigms 

• EF workshop IS about learning how to teach… 

    …but also about how to apply what you learn 

• Foster new connections, relationships 

• Spread the knowledge 

• Learn about opportunities at ACC 

– First invitation may not exactly match your focus 

– Get involved first, selectivity later 

– Take the tour! 

 



Most importantly 

• Relax, have fun 

• Find balance (your “Frank-Starling” curve) 

• Take notes and save handouts… 

    …you may be giving this talk in 2018!!! 


